ACTUATOR
LIFE
How to Estimate for
Ball and Roller Screw
Actuators
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Introduction
Estimating how long a piece of equipment will
last in an application is critical information in the
specification process. This step-by-step guide
examines how to estimate the life of an electric
actuator, utilizing ball or roller screw technology,
in applications that require constant or varying
(changing) loads. In addition, you will learn how to
calculate life in units of time (days, years, etc.) and
how to compare the expected life of two different
solutions.
Load is just one factor affecting the service life
of an actuator. Factors that can negatively affect
life or lead to premature failure include incorrect
mounting/alignment, lubrication starvation,
temperature and other environmental extremes.
Consider each of these factors to ensure a long
service life and maintenance-free operation for
your application.
Footnote: The calculations shown in this guide are theoretical
life estimates and not a guarantee of actual actuator life.
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Definitions
RODLESS ACTUATOR: Load is supported by
RODLESS
ACTUATOR:carrier
Load is supported
the actuator’s
the actuator's
bearingbysystem.
Screw
carrier bearing system. Screw is affected axially by effects of
is affected
acceleration and deceleration.
acceleration
andby
deceleration
ACCEL/DECEL
1,000,000 REVOLUTIONS

LOAD

axially

LOAD

RODACTUATOR:
ACTUATOR:
Loadscrew
affects
screw
ROD
Load affects
axially

Dynamic Load Rating (DLR)
DLR is a bearing term that represents an applicable
constant load (in direction and magnitude) where
a ball bearing device will achieve 1,000,000
revolutions (rotations) of
rated life.

1,000,000 REVOLUTIONS

• Also known as symbol C.
• Provided by manufacturers for ball & roller
screw combinations.
• Magnitude of the dynamic load rating (DLR)
typically depends on the screw diameter,
screw lead and number of recirculating rolling
elements (balls or rollers) inside the nut that
simultaneously carry the load.

NOTE: Screw manufacturers typically publish
theoretical DLR numbers for their screws.
Constant Load

CONSTANT LOAD: Unchanged along full
working stroke

A constant load is a load that remains unchanged
along the full working cycle

CONSTANT LOAD: Unchanged along full working cycle

LOAD

LOAD
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VARYING LOAD: Load changes during the full
working
cycle
VARYING LOAD:
Load changes during the full working cycle

LOAD

LOAD

FORCE APPLIED IN SECOND MOVE

ACTUATOR MOVE LOAD INTO PLACE

In the case of a varying load (a load that changes
during the working cycle), it is necessary to
calculate the equivalent dynamic load or Pe.

LOAD
LOAD

LOAD
LOAD

LOAD
LOAD

LOAD

LOAD

90% have the statistical probability of
achieving their calcuated L10 life.
LOAD

Equivalent Dynamic Load or Pe is a dynamic load
acting on the screw, which if applied constantly
would have the same effect on the screw life as the
combined actual loads.
In the case of constant load:
equivalent load = actual load

L10 SCREW LIFE EXAMPLE
Application requires 10 working actuators
under that same conditi8ons.

LOAD

Varying Load and Equivalent Dynamic Load

“L10” Life
L10 is a calculation of life at which 10% of the
bearings in that application can be expected to
have failed due to classical fatigue failure. (Or
alternatively, the life at which 90% will still be
operating). L10 life for a group of identical screw
actuators operating under the same conditions, is a
life of such magnitude that 90% of these actuators
have the statistical probability to achieve.
• Does not include any other mode of
failure like lubrication starvation, incorrect
mounting, etc.
• L10 life calculation provides a theoretical life
estimate based on a collection of statistics.
This is not a guarantee of performance but a
guide for expected life.
• Outside the USA, it may be referred to as
“B10” life
Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bearing_(mechanical)#L10_life
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How to estimate life (L10) with a constant load
EXAMPLE
Estimating Life (L10)
with a constant Load

To estimate life with a constant load the underlying
formula that defines this value is:
L10 =

(

C
Pe

) •l≡
3

To calculate travel life:

L10 Travel life in millions of units (in or mm), where:

C = 10,000 lbf

C = Dynamic load rating (lbf) or (N)

Pe = 5,000 lbf
l = 5 mm

The underlying formula that
defines this value is:
C 3
L10 = P
e •l≡
10,000 3
L10 = 5,000
•5

( )
)
(

=

(

2

)3 • 5 = 8 • 5
= 40

Pe = Equivalent load (lbf) or (N)
• If application load is constant across all
movements, then:
the equivalent load = actual load
• If application load is varying across movements, then:
an equivalent load must be calculated
(see next page)
NOTE: Use same units (lbf or N or kN) as
DLR so units cancel each other.

= 40 million mm
(40,000 m)

l = Screw lead (in/rev) or (mm/rev)

NOTE: Use desired linear units (in or mm).
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How to estimate life (L10) with a varying load
As explained in the definitions on page 5, when a load varies during the working
cycle is it necessary to calculate the equivalent dynamic load (Pe). Pe is defined here
again as a dynamic load acting on the screw axially and centrally, which if applied
constantly would have the same effect on the actual screw life as the combined
actual loads.
Use the "Equivalent Load" calculation below, when the load is not constant
throughout the entire stroke. In cases where there is only minor variation in loading, use greatest load for life calculations.
Pe  =

3

√

L1(P1) 3 +L2(P2       ) 3 +L3(P3       ) 3 +Ln(Pn      ) 3
L

Where:
Pe = Equivalent load (lbs) or (N)
Pn   = Each increment at different load (lbs) or (N)
L   = Total distance traveled per cycle (extend + retract stroke)
(L = L1 + L2 + L3 + Ln)
Ln   = Each increment of stroke (in) or (mm) at different load
Then use the calculated Pe   in the life calculation shown previously.
L10 =

(

C
Pe

) •l≡
3

Remember...
C = Dynamic load rating (in) or (mm)
Pe = Equivalent load (lbf) or (N)

l = Screw lead (in/rev) or (mm/rev)
An example of how to calculate a varying load is provided on the
following page.
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How to estimate life (L10) with a varying load
EXAMPLE
Estimating Life (L10) with a varying loads across each movement

– C (DLR) = 10,000 lbf
3
L1( P1) 3 + L2( P2       ) 3 + L3( P3       ) 3 + Ln( Pn      ) 3
Pe =
– Screw Lead ( l ) = 5 mm/rev
L
– Complete Motion Cycle:
• Move +125mm (L1) with 500 lb load (P1)
• Move +25mm (L2) with 5,000 lb load (P2)
• Move -150mm (L3) with 500 lb load (P3)

√

Total move = 300mm
Pe =
Pe  =
Pe  =

√
√
√
3

3

3

125(500)3 + 25(5000)3 + 150(500)3
300
15,625,000,000+3,125,000,000,000+18,750,000,000
300
10,531,250,000

Pe  = 2,192 lbf
NOTE: 2,192 lbf is much less than 5,000 lbf in this simple example.

Use this number to estimate life
C 3
L10 = P
e •l≡

( )

Travel life in millions of units (in) or (mm), where:
C = 10,000 lbf
Pe = 2,192 lbf (Equivalent Load)
l = 5 mm/rev
3
10,000 3
L10 = 2,192
• 5 = 4.56 • 5 = 94.95 • 5
= 474.75 = 474.75 million mm
(474,750 m)

(

)

(

)

NOTE: Over 10 times the travel life over simple application. When varying load is ignored and
simplified to 5,000 lbf (to be conservative or to do a quick calculation) the rounding error can
be magnitude of the calculated difference can be large and misguide selection of actuators.
Be sure to fully understand if the application is constant load or varying load.
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How to calculate estimated life in time (days, years)
What do you need?
– L10 life calculation in distance
– L Total distance traveled per cycle
(extend + retract stroke)
– Number of cycles per minute (CpM)
– Number of hours operated per day (HpD)
– Number of days of operation per year (DpY)

( L10Llife )

Life Estimate in Time (days) =

(CpM) • 60 min/hr • (HpD)
L10 life
L
Life Estimate in Time (years) =
(CpM) • 60 min/hr • (HpD) • (DpY)

)

(

EXAMPLE
Calculating estimated life in years
Varying Load Application from previous example (with Pe = 2192 lbf)
L10 life calculation in distance = 474,731 m
Total distance traveled in one motion cycle (L) = 300 mm or 0.3m
Customer inputs on how actuator will be used in service
Number of cycles per minute (CpM) = 10
Number of hours operated per day (HpD) = 2 shifts or 16 hours
Number of days of operation per year (DpY) = 7 days/week minus holidays 		
= 350
L10 life
L
Life estimate in time (years) =
(CpM) • 60 min/hr • (HpD) • (DpY)
474,750
0.3
Life estimate in time (years) =
(10) • 60 min/hr • (16) • (350)
(1,582,500)
(3,360,000) = 0.472 years

(

(

)

)
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How to compare life between two actuators
Use the formula below to compare actuator products.

(

) (

Screw Lead A
Life comparison of product A vs. product B = DLR A 3
DLR B • Screw Lead B
NOTE: Use higher DLR as DLR A. This formula can be used to compare: ball vs. roller, size 1
vs. size 2, or manufacturer A vs. manufacturer B.

EXAMPLE
Comparing life between two actuators with same screw leads
– DLR A (8000 lbf); DLR B (4000 lbf); both have 5 mm lead
– A vs B

(

8,000
4,000

) ( )
3

•

5
5 = (2)3 • 1= 8

This means product A has an estimated 8 times the life of product B

Comparing life between two actuators with different screw leads
– DLR A (8000 lbf) w/ 5 mm lead; DLR B (4000 lbf) with 10 mm lead
– A vs B

(

8,000
4,000

) • ( )=
3

5
10

(2)3

• 0.5 = 4

This means product A has an estimated 4 times the life of product B
Why? DLRs are based off 1M revs; Life must be normalized for different leads!
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Summary
When determining the life of an actuator,
inside a machine application, it is important
to evaluate the effects of loading on the
screw. Calculating for constant loads requires
a different formula than calculating for
varying loads. Besides load, other factors affect
how the screw performs inside the actuator,
including manufacturing methods, actuator
design, lubrication, velocity, temperature,
wear, corrosion, contamination and other
dynamic elements such as misalignment and
vibrations.
The calculations contained in this guide will
give you a general estimation of actuator
life based on statistical data. To ensure long
service life of your application, consider these
other factors, in addition to load, in your
specification analysis.
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The Tolomatic Difference Expect More From the Industry Leader:
INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS

FAST
DELIVERY

ACTUATOR
SIZING

YOUR MOTOR
HERE

LIBRARY

SUPERIOR
SERVICE

Tolomatic designs
and builds the
best standard
products, modified
products & unique
custom products
for your challenging
applications.

The fastest delivery
of catalog products...
Electric products
are built-to-order
in 15 or 20 days;
Pneumatic & Power
Transmission
products in 5 days.

Online sizing that
is easy to use,
accurate and always
up-to-date. Find a
Tolomatic electric
actuator to meet
your requirements.

Match your motor
with compatible
mounting plates
that ship with any
Tolomatic electric
actuator.

Easy to access CAD
files available in
the most popular
formats to place
directly into your
assembly.

Our people make
the difference!
Expect prompt,
courteous replies
to all of your
application and
product questions.

Also Consider These Other Tolomatic Products:
Electric Products
Rod & Guided Rod Style Actuators,
High Thrust Actuators, Screw & Belt
Drive Rodless Actuators, Motors,
Drives and Controllers
“Foldout” Brochure #9900-9074

Pneumatic Products
Rodless Cylinders: Band Cylinders,
Cable Cylinders, Magnetically
Coupled Cylinders/Slides; Guided
Rod Cylinder Slides
“Foldout” Brochure #9900-9075

Power Transmission Products
Gearboxes: Float-A-Shaft®, Slide-Rite®;

Disc Cone Clutch; Caliper Disc Brakes
9900-4411_01_Life-Ball-Roller-Screw-Actuators
“Foldout” Brochure #9900-9076
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USA
3800 County Road 116
Hamel, MN 55340, USA
Phone: (763) 478-8000
Fax: (763) 478-8080
Toll-Free: 1-800-328-2174
sales@tolomatic.com
www.tolomatic.com

EUROPE
Tolomatic Europe GmbH
Zeilweg 42
60439 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Phone: +49 69-2045-7837
EuropeSales@tolomatic.com
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All brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Information in this document is
believed accurate at time of printing. However, Tolomatic assumes
no responsibility for its use or for any errors that may appear in

CHINA
Tolomatic Automation Products
(Suzhou) Co. Ltd.
(ServoWeld® inquiries only)
No. 60 Chuangye Street, Building 2
Huqiu District, SND Suzhou
Jiangsu 215011 - P.R. China
Phone: +86 (512) 6750-8506
Fax: +86 (512) 6750-8507
ServoWeldChina@tolomatic.com
this document. Tolomatic reserves the right to change the
design or operation of the equipment described herein and
any associated motion products without notice. Information
in this document is subject to change without notice.
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